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Abstract
Although it is in principle possible to determine the direction of motion of an object by combining the motion of its
one-dimensional oriented contours (Fennema CL, Thompson WB. Comput. Graph. Image Processing 1979;9:301–315) there is
still much debate on whether human observers can do so. The Intersection Of Constraint (IOC) rule proposed by Adelson and
Movshon (Adelson EH, Movshon JA. Nature 1982;300:523–525), although compatible with the veridical object’s motion, was
challenged by recent psychophysical data obtained with type II plaids or lines moving behind apertures: perceived direction of
motion is biased toward the vectorial average of the component motions, rather than in the direction predicted by the IOC rule.
Since the velocity predicted by the vectorial rule is inconsistent with the physical velocity, its use leads to the puzzling prediction
that the perceived position of a moving object becomes inconsistent with its actual position. In the present paper, the perceived
path of a figure defined by its one-dimensional contours and moving behind apertures along a circular trajectory is compared with
the discrepant predictions of the IOC and of the Vectorial model. The results show that the perceived path is close to veridical
with these stimuli, therefore challenging the idea that the visual system uses a vector averaging rule. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Can human observers extract the exact direction and
speed of a moving object by combining the ambiguous
motion of several 1D straight contours of this object?
Although computational approaches proved the task
feasible [1], there is still much debate on whether this is
true for human vision. According to Adelson and
Movshon [2], this ability could be implemented in the
visual system as an Intersection Of Constraints (IOC)
rule that operates through two processing stages, pre-
sumably V1 and MT [3]. Measures of motion energy
from 1D oriented contours would first be performed,
and these measures would then be combined at a
second integrative stage. Additional psychophysical
studies [4,5] revealed that perceived direction of type II
plaids (plaids with component velocities on the same
side of the IOC resultant) is biased toward the vectorial
resultant of the components at short motion durations.
Biased directions were also reported with long dura-
tions of motion by Rubin and Hochstein [6] and Min-
golla et al. [7] with sets of lines moving behind
apertures. These authors conclude that the IOC rule is
not used by human observers, and suggest instead that
component motions are combined according to a vector
averaging scheme. One problem with this vectorial
combination rule is that its predictions may differ from
the physical global motion. Hence, the veridical trajec-
tory of an object may not be accurately determined
from the motion of its oriented contours. Therefore,
after some duration, the perceived object’s position
should differ from veridical. This could in turn impede
precise pursuit eye movements or reaching for objects
in the physical world.
Whether observers use a vector averaging strategy to
recover the movement of geometrical figures from the
motion of their 1D contours (Fig. 1) was tested using
complex trajectories instead of a rectilinear translation.
The global motion consisted in an elliptical path that
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task of the observers was to adjust the trajectory until
it appeared circular. Note that with such circular trajec-
tory, local component velocities change from one frame
to the next. Therefore a continuous computation and
integration of speed and direction over time is necessary
to recover the global trajectory1.
The orientations of the object’s contours visible
through apertures were such that the trajectories pre-
dicted by the IOC or the vectorial model were very
different, as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, a circular
trajectory is decomposed into a set of eight rectilinear
translations that approximate the real (circular) mo-
tion, and predictions are shown for each of these eight
linear paths.
As can be seen, the IOC rule predicts the veridical
circular trajectory. For the vectorial model, the motion
vectors normal to each contour orientation were deter-
mined, summed and averaged. According to this vector
average model, a circular translation should be per-
Fig. 2. (A): Predictions of the IOC and of the vectorial model for a
circular translation. For simplicity, a circular trajectory is decom-
posed into eight rectilinear paths. The predictions, calculated for each
path, result in markedly different trajectories. The black and grey
arrows correspond to the predictions of the IOC and the vectorial
model, respectively, for a specific path. (B): This plot represents the
four component motions plotted in a velocity space, together with the
IOC and vectorial predictions, for a ‘type II’ path.
Fig. 1. Stimuli used in the experiments. Outlines of convex (top) and
concave (bottom) figures are visible through two vertical apertures. In
test conditions (right) only segments of the figures are visible. During
the motion (arrowed ellipses at the center), the segments move up and
down. Global motion perception requires the integration of compo-
nent motion. In control conditions (left), only the vertices of the
figures are visible. Observers were asked to adjust an elliptical trajec-
tory until the motion of the figures appeared circular.
ceived as markedly elliptic along the vertical axis. To
test whether this is true, five observers adjusted the
aspect ratio of an elliptical trajectory until it appeared
circular2. If the global motion computation is veridical,
the aspect ratio of the perceived circular motion should
be close or equal to 1, whereas it should depart from
this value if the 1D component motions are vector
averaged to process the global object motion. Under
the present conditions, aspect ratios should be close or
equal to 1:7.
1.1. Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were displayed on a Sony (1950-GMD) mon-
itor refreshed at 60 Hz, driven by an Adage (PG90:10)
graphics card controlled by a PC 486. The background
2 An elliptic motion is obtained by summing a sine and a cosine
displacement functions (X(t)Acos(wt)Bsin(wt)). The motion is
circular when the amplitudes of displacement of both functions are
equal (AB). In the present experiment observers adjusted the value
of the amplitude on the vertical axis (B) until the trajectory appeared
circular.
1 The insensitivity of the visual system to acceleration [8] makes it
unlikely that acceleration can be used as such in the combination
process.
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was grey (2.5 cd:m2). Stimuli consisted in two white
(111 cd:m2) outlined geometrical figures (line width
1.02 min of visual angle at 114 cm) visible through
black apertures (Fig. 1). The figures were made of
contours at four different orientations (10, 30, 10
and 30°) arranged so as to form either a concave
or a convex figure. These orientations were chosen in
such a way that the component motions are on one
side of the resultant direction predicted by an IOC
rule during parts of the trajectory. In this respect,
these type II diamonds mimic type II plaids. Note
however, that the directions, but not the speeds, pre-
dicted by the IOC and the vectorial models are some-
times identical (Fig. 2). Two control conditions were
used to ensure that observers could reliably and accu-
rately adjust a circular trajectory. Under these condi-
tions, only the vertices of the concave and convex
figures were visible, while the sides of the figures visi-
ble in the test conditions were hidden (Fig. 1).
A circular (or elliptic) motion trajectory is the sum
of a sine and a cosine function. In the present experi-
ment, the amplitude of the sinusoidal displacement on
the horizontal (X) axis (0.8° of visual angle) was
maintained throughout the experiment, while the am-
plitude of the displacement on the vertical (Y) axis
was varied (the initial value of the amplitude on the
vertical axis was chosen at random on each trial). In
this manner, the corners were never visible during a
trial, whatever the amplitude of displacement on the
vertical axis. The frequency of the circular translation
was 0.83 Hz. It is worth noting that, because the
apertures that constrain the motion of the visible con-
tours are vertical rectangles, a single contour always
appears to move along the vertical axis [9] although
the global trajectory is elliptic.
1.2. Method
The left and right buttons of a mouse were used to
adjust the amplitude of movement along the vertical
axis until the global motion appeared circular. When
an observer was satisfied with his:her setting, he:she
pressed a key on the computer keyboard. The ampli-
tude of the Y displacement was recorded and the next
trial was presented. The duration of a trial was not
limited but typically lasted 2–8 s. No fixation point
was provided. Five settings for each of two (clockwise
and counter clockwise) directions of motion were col-
lected for each of the four conditions (two test and
two control conditions).
Five observers, students in the Department of Ex-
perimental Psychology, unaware of the hypotheses un-
der investigation, took part in the experiment. All had
normal or corrected to normal vision.
1.3. Results
The aspect ratios of the elliptical motion, averaged
across trials and directions, are presented in Fig. 3 for
each observer. The aspect ratios obtained in the control
conditions (visible vertices) are close to 1, indicating that
the observers could reliably discriminate a circular from
an elliptical motion trajectory and accurately adjust the
physical trajectory of the moving figures. In the test
conditions, the variability across observers is larger than
in the control condition. Despite this variability, aspect
ratios are on average close to but slightly less than 1
(mean: 0.86; S.D.: 0.16). The difference between the
control and test condition is significant (F(1,4)10.7;
PB0.03). The aspect ratios are not significantly different
for the concave and the convex figures.
If the observers used a vectorial combination scheme
to process the global direction of motion, a circular
trajectory should appear as markedly elliptic (Fig. 2). To
compensate and adjust the trajectory so that it appears
circular, the observers should decrease the amplitude of
displacement on the vertical axis. Given the predictions
of the vectorial model, the aspect ratios should then be
close to 1:7, which is far from the observed ratios.
Therefore, the present results suggest that observers did
not use a vector averaging scheme to compute the
object’s velocity.
Whether these results hold for a wide range of rela-
tive orientations was determined through additional
testing performed with symmetrical diamond shapes
whose vertices were made of lines at different relative
Fig. 3. Adjusted aspect ratios of the trajectories perceived as circular,
for five observers. F1 and F2 refer to the concave and convex figures,
respectively. Predictions from the IOC (small dashes) and the vecto-
rial models (large dashes) are also shown. Error bars represent 1 S.D.
across trials.
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Fig. 4. Adjusted aspect ratios of the trajectories perceived as circular,
for three observers as a function of the relative angle between lines.
Predictions from the IOC (small dashes) and the vectorial models
(large dashes) are also shown. Error bars represent 1 S.D. across
trials.
(Y:X) of the elliptical trajectories.
As it can be seen, the percentage of trajectories
perceived as horizontal is roughly symmetrical, around
50%, corresponding to the percentage expected for a
circular trajectory.
If observers used a vectorial combination rule to
perform the task, vertical elliptical trajectories, corre-
sponding to ratios greater than 1, should be perceived
as horizontal, which is not what was observed.
2. Discussion and conclusion
When observers estimate the elliptical motion of
occluded figures, their settings are close to the veridical
trajectories, suggesting that they did not use a vector
averaging scheme to compute the global velocity. This
result is at odds with those of Rubin and Hochstein [6]
and Mingolla et al. [7] obtained with translating seg-
ments visible through apertures. Is it possible that the
different results found in the present and previous
studies are accounted for by differences in the experi-
mental designs? In all these experiments, duration of
motion is long: 1.2 and 2.2 s in Rubin and Hochstein’s
experiments, 2 s in Mingolla et al.’s. A fixation point is
provided in Rubin and Hochstein’s but not in Mingolla
et al.’s. Therefore, it is unlikely that the different results
are explained by pursuit eye movements3. The segment
orientations span 45° by 9° steps in Rubin and Hoch-
stein’s experiments. In Mingolla et al.’s, the orienta-
tions are 15 and 45° in their biased condition, not
perceived in the IOC direction. All these parameters
compare well with the parameters of the present study,
and therefore are unlikely to explain the divergence in
the results.
Differences are to be found in the nature of the
motion and in the spatial characteristics of the displays.
As mentioned before, a circular translation introduces
variations in speed over time. Whether the presence or
absence of speed gradients facilitates the trajectory
estimation or renders the task more difficult is still
unclear.
Rubin and Hochstein’s or Mingolla et al.’s use of
stimuli that can hardly be interpreted as a single rigid
object, whereas the line segments used in the present
experiment yield the percept of a concave or convex
diamond, symmetrical around its vertical axis. More-
over, in both Rubin and Hochstein’s and Mingolla et
angles (920, 915 and 910°). Care was taken to
maintain the center to center distances between neigh-
bouring lines. Adjusted aspect ratios, measured for
three observers under these new conditions, are shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of the relative angles. These
aspect ratios are independent of relative angles and
close to the expected value of 1 for two out of three
observers. For one observer the aspect ratios decrease
with a decreasing relative angle, but the adjusted values
are far from the predictions of the vector average
model. It is worth noting that if the relative angle
between lines is zero, line motion is purely vertical and
no circular motion can ever be adjusted.
To test the possibility that long durations of motion
due to the adjustment procedure account for the re-
sults, a 2AFC procedure was used in a control experi-
ment. The convex figure used in the first experiment
moved along ellipses of different aspect ratios for 500
msec (about 1:2 of a full cycle). The figure’s trajectory
could be either a vertical or a horizontal ellipse. The
task of the observers was to decide whether the motion
was a vertical or a horizontal ellipse (20 trials per
trajectory). Five different aspect ratios were used (0.25,
0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2). To minimise the possibility that
observers use the component speed as a cue to perform
the task, three different rotation frequencies (0.66, 1
and 1.33 Hz) were intermingled (i.e. 15 elliptical trajec-
tories were used within a single block). Thus, the speed
was not correlated to a single aspect ratio. On each
trial, the starting position of the figure along the trajec-
tory was chosen at random among eight possibilities by
steps of 45°. The results for three observers are dis-
played in Fig. 5, as a function of the aspect ratios
3 In recent experiments using an aperture stimulus similar to those
of the present study [11], it was found that tracking eye movements
were quite accurate when the stimulus appeared coherent to the
observers (i.e. at low contrast or with visible apertures), but were not
when they were perceived as incoherent component motion (with
invisible apertures; [12]), suggesting that tracking eye movements
alone are unlikely to drive perceived coherence.
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Fig. 5. Results from a 2AFC experiment for three observers. The percentage of elliptical trajectories perceived as horizontal ellipses is displayed
as a function of their (Y:X) aspect ratios. Small, medium and large symbols correspond to different rotation frequencies (0.66, 1 and 1.33 Hz).
Averaged performance across observers and speeds is also shown (thick line).
al.’s experiments, moving segments, whose lengths vary
over time, appear and disappear from the windows
through which they are presented. In both papers, the
authors note that their displays do not yield coherent
motion. In the present study, line length remains con-
stant and the moving segments are always visible within
a trial. In addition, the spatial characteristics of the
stimulus are such that observers easily perceive a single
closed figure, which helps to maintain motion coher-
ence. An informal observation strengthens the view that
perceived coherence strongly depends upon the relative
positions of the moving components: using segments
with a fixed relative angle (920°) positioned either to
form a diamond shape or a cross figure, observers
report strong coherence for the former but not the later
condition, although line orientations and component
motions are the same in both cases. Similar effects of
the spatial configurations of moving components on
perceived coherence were recently reported with a vari-
ety of stimuli [12–14]. For instance, facilitation of
motion binding for aligned dots as compared to ran-
dom distributions [13] suggests that coherence and di-
rection discrimination depend upon figural cues, such
as real or hidden vertices [12,14]. These and the present
results suggest that the presence or absence of ‘virtual’
vertices together with their classification as L, T or
cross junctions, strongly determines both the perceived
trajectory and the coherence of moving stimuli. Evi-
dence in favour of this view [14] further suggests that
lateral interactions between orientation selective units
may contribute to this classification process.
If one assumes that the motion of 1D oriented con-
tours is combined according to a vector averaging rule
in early motion processing stages [5], a conflict between
the perceived object’s position and its physical position
should occur after some time. How then solve the
discrepancy between the real and the perceived motion?
One possibility is that fast responses of a short range
motion system to motion components are pooled
through a vectorial combination, while a slower long
range motion system [15] accurately analyses the ob-
ject’s position over time. Such a view would imply
competing influences between both systems, such that a
correct location would be periodically assigned to the
object. However, as a result of this competition, and
depending on the periodicity of these hypothetical cor-
rections, perceived motion should not be smooth, a
percept that is not reported by observers. It is worth
noting here that there are fewer saccades during the
pursuit of a coherent as compared to an incoherent
masked diamond stimulus [10].
Another possibility is that the vectorial and an IOC-
like combination rules are both used by the visual
system. The ‘choice’ of one or the other combination
rule could depend on the task, the characteristics and
the perceived coherence of the moving components.
This later hypothesis is worth considering since biases
in perceived directions appear to be correlated to de-
creased coherence, as reported by several authors
[6,7,16]. This possibility raises the questions of how the
visual system switches between one combination rule or
another, and whether early motion mechanisms imple-
ment both at the physiological level. It is possible that
confronted with incoherent stimuli, observers extract
the global direction of motion using some high level
decision process to approximate the average component
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directions in a perceived direction task, rather than rely
upon the outputs of low level mechanisms. This view is
compatible with recent evidence [17] that observers can,
at will, determine the mean or the median of the
distribution of moving random dot patterns. The
present results further suggest that the use of one
combination scheme or another may also depend upon
the processing of local structural characteristics, such as
junctions, whether they are real or virtual.
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